WEBSITE AND DISSEMINATION
Sofia meeting – October 2015
A.Leriche and E.De Barra

31 countries
150 partners (76 academics)
Up-dating of website

- Partner description with submitted templates: about 50% are missing!!!
  → reminder email will be sent

- All templates will be placed in the same file on the first page, with search engine with ranking by country and with automatic link from map.

- Researcher Vacancies / opportunities list (PhD, post-doctorate,…)

- To load the powerpoint files of the presentations from meetings (Malta and Sofia meetings).

- To load the lectures presented at the Madrid School

- To load the last 6 months STSM reports

- Automatic mails will be sent to all the NEWGEN partner contacts reminding to send information
New pages for website

- To add the list of common papers between NEWGEN partners.

- To separate events directly linked to NEWGEN network and other events ranking by date

- To add the list of research programs in which NEWGEN partners are involved in with a link to website. For instance: ANR BIOINJECT, BIOCAPABILI...

- For WG 1,2,3 and 4 pages: Suggestion to set up a diary of facilities through data of the templates. This work is on progress for WG1.

- European research program announcements.
Book – Advances in Ceramic Biomaterials: Medical and Commercial Requirements

Table of Contents written + submitted to Elsevier
Elsevier undertook peer review
Final Draft TOC agreed
Contract Signed between Prof Cambier, Dr Palmero and myself
Information Request for Report to COST Office

- Presentations
- Papers
  - Published
  - Submitted
- Research Contracts
  - Local
  - Regional
  - Multipartner
- Informal Co-Operations
  - STSM / Other
Information Required by the COST Office for Reporting and Budgetary Analysis

- Name of Partner Institution
- Name of individuals
  - Career Stage
  - Senior Investigator
  - Young Investigator ( <35 yr old + <8yr from PhD)
  - PhD Student
- Gender
- Age
- Country

s.hocquet@bcrc.be
COST Office Requires Acknowledgement on all publications/presentations – NB the Lab / Institute is the partner of COST action
COST Corporate Identity

www.cost.eu/visualidentity.
The following examples of incorrect logo use are intended to indicate a proper use of the COST logo:
1. Do not recreate the logo image in any way, including changing the original fonts:
2. Do not distort the image or change its proportions
3. Do not reprint images from scans or add any dark or white backgrounds to the logo:
4. Do not modify the logo element configuration in any way
5. Do not print the logo too close to other elements.
6. Do not print on “busy” backgrounds:
7. Do not add accompanying text to the logo.
8. Do not reproduce the logo in a way that impedes readability:
9. Do not enlarge images from existing files - only vector images can be extended beyond 100%:
10. Do not reposition the logo at a different angle:
11. Do not add any special effects to the logo.
12. Do not use the logo as a decorative element (tiling):
13. Do not separate logo elements:
14. Do not change the logo colours:
Audio Visual for public audiences
Written permission required:
COST Actions must ensure that interviewees and other individuals sign a document (see Authorisation of Use) permitting the COST Action to use their image and voice in video and/or audio recordings.
Your suggestions?

anne.leriche@univ-valenciennes.fr

Eamonn.debarra@ul.ie

s.hocquet@bcrc.be